
100 Cats Who Changed Civilization
Cats. Those lovable creatures that have captured our hearts for centuries. But did
you know that these furry companions have played a significant role in shaping
human civilization? From ancient times to the modern world, cats have left their
pawprints on the pages of history. In this article, we will explore the fascinating
tales of 100 cats who changed civilization.

The Ancient Egyptian Connection

Our journey begins with the ancient Egyptians, who revered cats as divine
beings. The cat-headed goddess Bastet was worshiped, and it was believed that
harming a cat would bring about misfortune. Cats were not only revered but also
served a practical purpose - they protected granaries from rats and snakes. Their
presence helped keep food supplies safe, ensuring the survival of ancient
civilizations.

One famous cat from this era was Ta-Miu, the beloved pet of the pharaoh
Amenhotep III. Her stunning grave, adorned with jewelry and offerings,
demonstrates the high regard in which she was held. Ta-Miu is a symbol of the
special bond between humans and cats, even in ancient times.
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The Cat's Impact on Literature and Art

Cats have inspired countless artists and writers throughout history. The
mysterious and aloof nature of cats has fascinated creative minds, resulting in
numerous literary masterpieces and iconic works of art. From Edgar Allan Poe's
"The Black Cat" to Leonardo da Vinci's sketches of feline anatomy, cats have
stirred the imagination of geniuses.

One prominent example is T.S. Eliot's "Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats," a
collection of whimsical poems that later became the basis for the acclaimed
musical "Cats." This production brought the world of cats to a global audience,
captivating millions with its memorable songs and mesmerizing choreography.
Cats took center stage, and their charm captured the hearts of people worldwide.

Cats and Science: Pioneering the Way

The contributions of cats to the world of science are often overlooked. However,
cats have played crucial roles in groundbreaking experiments and discoveries. In
the 20th century, Erwin Schrödinger proposed the famous "Schrödinger's cat"
thought experiment to illustrate quantum superposition. The hypothetical paradox
made people rethink the nature of reality.

Moreover, cats have been instrumental in advancing medical research. One
notable feline, named Oscar, became world-famous for his ability to predict
patients' deaths in a nursing home. His remarkable accuracy revealed a deeper
understanding of the human body and its warning signs, prompting further
scientific investigation.

Cats and Superstitions
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Superstitions surrounding cats have persisted throughout history. From the belief
that black cats bring bad luck to their association with witchcraft during the Middle
Ages, cats have often been both revered and feared. These superstitions have
influenced societal perceptions and even legislation, leading to mass
persecutions and the mistreatment of feline companions.

However, cats' resilience and their ability to endure even in the face of adversity
have triumphed over such prejudices. Today, we celebrate black cats for their
beauty, grace, and companionship, challenging the age-old superstitions that
once plagued them.

Cats in Space and Beyond

In recent years, cats have even reached for the stars. Feline astronauts have
taken part in space missions, contributing to our understanding of the effects of
zero gravity on living organisms. These brave explorers have paved the way for
future space endeavors, proving that cats can transcend earthly boundaries.

Furthermore, cats have made their mark on the internet. Memes, videos, and
social media accounts dedicated to cats have taken the online world by storm.
With their cute antics and undeniable charm, these internet celebrities have
amassed millions of followers, showcasing the enduring fascination with cats in
the digital age.

From ancient civilizations to the present day, cats have woven their way into the
fabric of human society. Their presence in our lives has left a lasting impact on
art, literature, science, and even space exploration. These 100 cats who changed
civilization remind us of the enduring bond between humans and felines, and the
profound influence they have had on our shared history.
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100 Cats Who Made a Difference
 
If you don’t believe that one cat has the power to alter civilization, then you’ve
obviously never heard of Tibbles (p. 12), the cat who single-handedly wiped out
an entire species. Or Ahmedabad (p. 61), a Siamese kitten who sparked riots
throughout Pakistan. Or Snowball (p. 14), the cat who helped to convict dozens of
murderers and criminals. Or Felix (p. 155), the first cat to explore outer space.
 
These are just four of the 100 Cats Who Changed Civilization, and this book
honors their extra-ordinary contributions to science, history, art, government,
religion, and more. You’ll meet a cat who filed a lawsuit (p. 66) and a cat who was
slapped with a restraining order (p. 75). You’ll meet cats who have inspired great
works of literature (p. 90) and classical music (p. 102). You’ll even meet a cat who
telephoned the police to save the life of his owner (p. 162). These beautifully
illustrated true stories are a tribute to the intelligence, bravery, and loving nature
of cats all over the world.
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